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Wall Street Fights Autism

More than 50 philanthropists gathered in a Wall Street boardroom recently to hear Jerusalem Mayor 
Nir Barkat discuss the urgent need to support the creation of the world’s first Global Center for Autism 
Research and Education on Mt. Scopus.  

The Global Autism Center is a project of ICare4Autism (The International Center for Autism Research 
and Education), a New York-based charitable organization founded in 2004, to tackle the global autism 
crisis by catalyzing breakthrough innovations in research, diagnosis and treatment. 

When the center opens in 2014, its five-acre campus will feature a state-of-the-art, on site, research 
institute; the world’s first university-level school of autism studies; an educational center applying the lat-
est research and technology to the special needs of students with autism, and a foundation to support the 
transformation of autism education and treatment worldwide. 

It will also house the world’s first Comprehensive Autism Workforce Development Center which will 
provide preparation for workforce entry; vocational training and employment services in more than a dozen 
fields; specialized support to persons with Asperger’s Syndrome, and ongoing job coaching and mentoring.    

Mayor Barkat said, “The Global Autism Center is of vital importance for the City of Jerusalem and the 
world. We are pleased and honored to help bring the world’s leading scientific and educational experts 
together to spark the innovations that will transform the lives of millions of people with autism and their 
families.” For information about ICare4autism’s Global Autism Center in Jerusalem, please contact: krobin-
son@Icare4autism.org.
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The ICare4Autism Breakfast: Dr. Lindsay Rosenwald, Dr. Joshua Weinstein, Jerusalem Mayor Nir Barkat,
J. Morton Davis, John Catsimatidis, Ezra Friedlander (standing), and Peter Rebenwurzel.

MDY Celebrated the Release of Gilad Shalit
Magen David students rejoiced with the rest of the Jewish world when they watched Gilad Shalit 

return to his family. Tenth grade student, Yoni Hadar, told his classmates about a meeting he had with 
Noam Shalit, Gilad’s father, a few weeks before Gilad’s return. He reminded his classmates that their 
actions and their prayers can and do make a difference.
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